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Dear readers,

In addition to the events dominating the media at the end of 2019, the following headlines stood  
out for me that reflect the multifacetedness of the topics that are also relevant for the real estate industry:

�p The real estate boom arrives in Germany’s smaller cities.

�p There is money - but without interest or income.

�p The retail sector is desperate for staff.

�p Entrepreneurs no longer feel welcome in this city (Berlin).

�p Tax snare life insurance.

�p High costs of living mean furniture does not sell.

�p  After costs saving into oblivion - run-down, worn out. Are public services ready for restructuring?   

(... including building authorities?)

�p Demand for luxury properties continues to rise.

�p Climate goals can only be achieved with hydrogen.

�p How the tenant can force the landlord to install a charging point.

�p The flood will come and destroy real estate assets worth of EUR 900 billion in Germany alone.

Furthermore, I found two quotes of greatly merited political personalities particularly noteworthy: 

�p Hamburg’s former Lord Mayor Klaus von Dohnanyi loudly criticised his own SPD leaders: “You are paying too 

much attent ion to officials and social matters. I ask you to have a closer look at reality instead!”

�p Former Federal President Joachim Gauck: “I have deep faith in this country” (quoted in connection with the 

 situation in Thuringia early 2020).

Dear reader, the issues that may not only seem complex at first glance can be solved nevertheless, if the right persons 

go to work with a solution-oriented approach, cooperating - that is true for all areas, also for the real estate industry.

Our DIP network partners will be pleased to tackle your challenges. Contact us and/or visit us at the EXPO REAL, 

held in Munich between 5 and 7 October this year. As in the last 20 years, you can find us in Hall B1, booth 410.

Kind regards,

Your

Henrik Hertz 

DIP Spokesman 2020

The total is more

than the sum of

its parts ...

Preface
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